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Above: We received so much love this Easter Season with warm festive greetings from the Messer Family 
& Friends, and a surprise visit from two friendly Easter bunnies! Also pictured, are children scoring some 
“sweet” finds from Good Neighbor Society’s Easter Egg Hunt!  

Below/Left: Tenants enjoying lunch at Choung Garden! Below/Right: Our seven at The Party of the Century! 

Left: Local Artisan Baker, 
Eric Cook with Cooks 
Crumb presented on the 
process of making sour-
dough bread. He shared 
about his start to baking 
with inspiration from old 
family recipes. Tenants    
enjoyed the scrumptious 
samples of cinnamon                  
raison, and jalapeno                 
cheddar bread! 

April Memories 
2022 

Right: The                       
Meadows tenants 
and volunteer, 
Nanci Klein were 
all smiles and fun 
while decorating 
tasty cupcakes!  



Neighborhood Good Neighbor Marietta’s The Executive  Board 
 Villas Home Place Meadows Board Members 
(563) 927-3907 (563) 927-3907 (563) 927-1490 (563) 927-6467 Terry Rauch Chris Mundy 
     Thomas Fetter Jack Klaus 
     Denise Bishop Mick Neverman 
     Rachel York Tammy Feldmann 
      Charles Button 
       

 

Providing compassionate Christian care  
to those we serve since 1963. 

www.goodneighborsociety.org 
www.facebook.com/goodneighborsociety 
Search: Good Neighbor Society 

App: Spectrio SHARE (PIN: 1963, 2000, 2011) 

Employee Recognition— Deb Hermsen 
 

Deb Hermsen is the May Employee of the Month! Deb has dedicated over 25 years 

of service to Good Neighbor Society. In this time, she has helped provide an 

exceptional dining experience to hundreds of residents and has also aided in 

leading others to their success in the Food and Nutrition Department! Deb is a very 

compassionate worker and takes the time to make sure the food looks and tastes 

great! She will do anything asked of her! Thank you for all you do for the residents 

and dietary! Please take time to congratulate Deb on her service and dependability!  

Welcome Lisa Hoefer—Admissions Coordinator 
We are excited to welcome Lisa Hoefer, RN to the GNS team as our    
Admissions Coordinator. Lisa is married to Jason, and she loves anything 
outdoors! You can usually find her camping, running, walking, biking, or 
catching a big old fish! She has 3 beautiful kids who also keep her on her 
toes with activities! Lisa comes to us with a wealth of knowledge in 
Health Care and an outgoing perspective on life. We are excited to have 
her create the magic touch with us!  


